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CAPT STRAND I:  Energy Transformations 
(Content Strands 9.1-9.3; Expected Performances D1 – D9) 

 
States of Matter 
     All matter is composed of tiny particles (atoms and molecules) that are in constant motion.  The amount of 
kinetic energy and attraction between these particles determines the state of matter of the substance- solid, 
liquid, or gas. 
      

     The particles in a solid 

 are close together 

 are in an rigid, orderly arrangement 

 are strongly attracted to each other 

 vibrate in a set position 

 have the least amount of energy of all three states 
of matter 

 

     The particles in a liquid 

 are close together, but farther apart than solids 

 can move and flow over each other 

 have more energy than solids, but less than gases 
 

     The particles in a gas 

 are very far apart 

 have almost no attraction to each other 

 move around very quickly in all directions 

 have the greatest amount of energy of all three states of matter 
 
     A phase change occurs when a substance changes from one state of matter into another.  This process 
occurs by adding energy to or removing energy from the particles in the substance.  By adding energy (heating 
a substance) the particles will increase their motion.  Eventually, if enough energy is added, the particles can 
overcome the attractive forces holding them closer together and change into another state of matter with a 
higher energy.  This occurs in melting (solid to liquid), boiling/ vaporization (liquid to gas), and sublimation 
(solid to gas). 
     A phase change will also occur if energy is removed (cooling a substance).  Removing energy will slow down 
the particles and allow the attractive forces between particles to hold them closer together in a state of matter 
with lower energy.  This occurs in freezing (liquid to solid), condensation (gas to liquid), and deposition (gas to 
solid).    
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Forms of Energy 
Energy is the ability to do work and cause change.  Energy can exist is many different forms. 

 Kinetic energy- energy of motion 

 Potential energy- energy stored in an object with the potential to do work 

 Gravitational Potential energy- energy stored in an object due to its position above the ground 

 Elastic Potential energy- energy stored in an object that is stretched or compressed 

 Mechanical energy- energy associated with the motion of everyday objects (things you can see, not on 
an atomic level) 

 Thermal energy- energy associated with the motion of particles; related to the temperature of the 
substance 

 Chemical energy- energy stored in the chemical bonds of a substance such as in fuel, food, and 
batteries 

 Electrical energy- energy associated with the movement of electrical charges 

 Electromagnetic (radiant) energy- energy that travels in the form of waves such as visible light, radio 
waves, and x rays 

 Nuclear energy- energy stored in the nucleus (center) of an atom; this is the energy used to power the 
sun and used in Nuclear power plants 

 
Energy Transformation 
     The Law of Conservation of Energy states that energy cannot be created nor destroyed.  However, energy 
can be converted from one form to another.  For example, a potted plant that is resting on the edge of a 
window has gravitational potential energy because it is raised above the ground level.  If the plant is pushed 
over the edge, it will fall to the ground.  During this process the energy of the potted plant changes from 
gravitational potential energy to kinetic energy.   
     Sometimes energy appears to be destroyed if you do not take into account the entire system.  Consider a 
pendulum.  When you pull back on the hanging mass (1), the pendulum has gravitational potential energy.  As 

you release the mass, it swings down converting the energy into kinetic energy.  After 
reaching the bottom (2), the mass will continue to swing up to the other side (3) 
converting the energy back into gravitational potential energy.  The process will 
continue as the mass swings back and forth.  Each time, however, the mass does not 
reach as high up on either side and it will eventually come to a rest.  This is not 
because the energy was destroyed.  Instead, friction with the air and the string 
holding the mass to a stand has caused the energy to be “lost” or converted into 
thermal energy.       
 

Heat Transfer 
     Heat (thermal energy) flows from warmer objects to cooler objects.  There are three methods of heat 
transfer- conduction, convection, and radiation. 
      
     Conduction is a transfer of heat that occurs within a material or between two materials that are touching 
each other.  Particles that are warmer are moving around faster than 
cooler objects.  These “hot” particles bump into cooler ones and transfer 
their energy causing the cooler particles to move faster.  This method 
requires direct contact between the objects.  Conduction works best in 
solids because the particles are closer together and more likely to collide 
and transfer energy.  On the other hand, conduction is weakest in gases.  
An example of conduction is the heating of a pan on top of a stove.  The 
hot coils of the stove are touching the pan in order to increase the 
temperature.    
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     Convection occurs when a fluid (a liquid or a gas) moves from a warmer area to a 
cooler area.  The warmer particles of the fluid carry thermal energy to cooler areas and 
transfer the energy (through conduction).  The process also creates a convection 
current.  A convection current is a circulating loop created from a fluid that heats up, 
then cools down, then heats up, etc…   For example, a radiator in a room will heat up 
the air next to it.  The warmer, less dense air will then rise.  The cooler, more dense air 
above it will sink and force more of the warmer air up.  As the cooler air reaches the 
heat source, it will gain energy, heat up, become less dense, and the process continues.  
This process can also take place in liquids such as water being heated in a pot on a 
stove. 
 
     Radiation is a transfer of thermal energy through electromagnetic 
waves.  An object absorbs the energy from the wave, then releases it is 
another form such as heat, light, or an electromagnetic wave.  For 
example, radiation from the sun is absorbed by the Earth, then released in 
the form of heat. 
  
 
Electricity 
     Electricity is a form of energy caused by moving electrical charges.  A electrical charge is a property of 
subatomic particles (protons and electrons) that causes them to repel or attract one another.  Protons have a 
positive charge and electrons have a negative charge.  Opposite electrical charges attract one another (positive 
and negative) whereas similar electrical charges repel each other.  Static electricity occurs when electrical 
charges are collected and held in one place.  (Like rubbing a balloon on your shirt to create a charge)  When 
the static charge becomes large enough a static discharge can occur.  During a static discharge, the negative 
electrons in one area are attracted to the positive protons in another area.  The electrons will flow to the 
positive area creating a quick burst or spark of electricity.  An example of this is the shock you feel when you 
touch a doorknob or the flash of lightning.  
 
     An electric circuit is the flow of electrical charges (electrons) through a complete path.  A simple circuit 
requires an electrical source (battery or electrical outlet), a conductive wire for the electricity to flow through, 
and a device to use the electricity (light bulb, fan, hair dryer, etc…).  A circuit must be a complete loop in order 
for the electricity to flow.  If there is any break to the connection there will be no electricity flowing through 
the wires and consequently the device will not work.  This is the main concept of a switch.  A switch opens or 
breaks the path to turn off the device or closes the path to turn it on. 
 
      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     There are two types of electric circuits- series circuit and parallel circuit.  A series circuit has only one path 
for electricity to flow through.  In this type of circuit, if one of the devices breaks or dies, then the one path of 
electricity is broken and all of the other devices will turn off.   The other type of circuit is a parallel circuit.  This 
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type has a separate path (loop) of electricity for each device.  Therefore, if one of the devices breaks, none of 
the other devices will be affected.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     There are three characteristics of an electrical circuit- voltage (V), current (I), and resistance (R).  Voltage 
(or potential difference) is the amount of “push” on the electrons in the circuit.  This is provided by electricity 
source (battery or outlet).  The unit of voltage is volts.  Current is a measure of the amount of electrical charge 
that is flowing through the circuit.  The unit of current is ampere or amp.  Resistance is a measure of how hard 
it is for the electron to flow through the circuit.  The unit of resistance is ohm.  These three variables are all 
related in a mathematical equation known as Ohm’s Law:  V = IR.  According to Ohm’s Law, as the voltage of a 
circuit increases, the current of the circuit will also increase.  On the other hand, if the resistance of a circuit 
increases, the current of the circuit will decrease. 
 
 
Magnetism 
     The magnetic force is a force magnet exerts on another magnet or magnetic material.  All magnets have two 
poles or ends called a north pole and a south pole.  These poles will attract or repel other magnetic poles.  Like 
poles repel and opposite poles attract.  The area around a magnet where the magnetic forces interact is known 
as the magnetic field.  Certain materials such as iron, nickel, and cobalt have strong magnetic fields.  These 
substances can form permanent magnets.  A permanent magnet contains a magnetic domain- a group of 
atoms with aligned magnetic fields.  Some materials with a weak magnetic field can form temporary magnets.  
A temporary magnet can have the properties of a magnet for a short period of time. 
 
Electromagnetism 
     Electricity and Magnetism are related in a single force known as the 
electromagnetic force.  Moving electric charges (a current) can create a 
magnetic field.  An electric current can be used to produce a temporary 
magnet known as an electromagnet.  This is done by taking a current-carrying 
wire and coiling it around an object that can be magnetized (like an iron nail).  
The strength of this electromagnet can be increased by increasing the number 
of coils or increasing the current in the wire.   
     On the other hand, a magnetic field can be used to produce a current.  Many 
sources of electrical power use kinetic energy to rotate a large magnet inside a 
coil of wires.  This creates a current flowing through the wires that can then be 
transmitted to homes and businesses. 
 
Energy Sources 
       There are different types of energy sources.  Fossil fuels are the most widely used energy source.  These 
fuels are formed underground over millions of years from the remains of once-living things.  Examples of fossil 
fuels are oil (petroleum), coal, and natural gas.  There are many disadvantages to the use of fossil fuels.  First, 
they are nonrenewable.  This means they can not be replaced (it would take millions of years).  Second, the 
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fuels are not evenly distributed around the world.  This causes wars and price inequity.  Finally, these fuels 
create pollution and increase the amount of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere.  An increase in carbon dioxide 
is a concern because it is a greenhouse gas and a major contributor to global warming. 
      Due to the problems with fossil fuels, there has been a rise in alternative energy sources.  These sources are 
usually renewable and do not create pollution.  One disadvantage to alternative energy sources is that they are 
expensive.  Some examples of alternative energy sources include hydroelectric, solar, geothermal, wind, 
biomass, and hydrogen fuel cell.   
     While these sources have benefits over fossil fuels, they each have their own disadvantages.  Hydroelectric 
and geothermal power only work in specific environments with flowing water or underground hot spots.  Solar 
energy will not work at night or on cloudy days.  The windmills used for wind energy take up a lot of space, 
produces noise, and can affect bird life.  Hydrogen fuel cells are currently not very efficient since it takes a 
great deal of energy to break down water to produce the hydrogen gas.   
     One alternative to fossil fuel use is nuclear energy.  This energy is produced from the splitting of nuclei is 
certain types of atoms.  Only a small amount of material can produce a great deal of energy.  Unfortunately, 
the procedure for producing nuclear energy is difficult and expensive.  For example, tons of radioactive waste 
must be stored for thousands of years and an accident could potentially affect people living hundreds of miles 
away.        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Generation of Electricity 
      The energy sources above are used to produce electricity.  As mentioned earlier, a magnet spinning inside a 
coil of wire produces a current (electricity).  In order for this to happen there must be a machine (generator) to 
spin the magnet.  For all sources, kinetic energy must be produced and used to spin the magnet.  The main 
difference between the energy sources is where the kinetic energy comes from.  The source may be from 
flowing water, wind, or most commonly, heat.  For instance, fossil fuels or biomass (wood, corn or wheat 
stalks, garbage) can be burned to produce heat.  The heat is used to boil water to form steam (1) which can 
then be used to spin the magnet (2 & 3). The electricity in the wire can then be transmitted through power 
lines to homes and businesses (4).   
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CAPT STRAND 1:  Energy Transformations 
Practice Questions (answers are at the end) 

 
 

1.  To demonstrate static electricity, a teacher takes an inflated rubber balloon and rubs it on her 
head.  The rubbed balloon picks up electrons from her hair which causes her hair to have a(n) 
a. Electrical current 
b. Net positive charge 
c. Net negative charge 
d. Buildup of magnetic energy 

 
 

2. What happens to water molecules in a pool as they absorb energy? 
a. The molecules occupy less volume 
b. The molecules begin to move more slowly 
c. The kinetic energy of the atoms decreases 
d. The rate of collisions between the molecules increases 

 
 

3.  A new pool is being constructed at the local 
recreation center (see diagram to the right).  The 
engineers want to design a pool that requires the 
least amount of energy to be heated.  Where 
should hot water enter the pool to best heat the 
water? 
a.  Point A 
b. Point B 
c. Point C 
d. Point D 

 
4. What type of heat transfer is used to heat the recreation center pool in the question above? 

a. Conduction 
b. Convection 
c. Radiation 
 
 

5. What is the major advantage of using wind energy instead of coal or nuclear power plants? 
a. Wind is a renewable energy resource 
b. Wind is consistently available in all locations 
c. Windmills reduce the strength of severe storms 
d. One windmill can produce more energy than a nuclear power plant 
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6. A student constructed an electromagnet that was capable of attracting 
and picking up 6 paperclips.  The student wants to change the 
electromagnet to pick up more than 6 paperclips.  Which of the 
following would be the best adjustment to make to improve the 
electromagnet? 
a.  Replace the nail with a wooden pencil 
b. Increase the number of loops around the nail from 15 to 25 
c. Decrease the current flowing through the wire from 2 amps to 1 amp 
d. Use a wire with a larger resistance 

 
 

7.  Which of the following best represents the energy transfer that occurs when an incandescent 
light bulb is turned on? 
a. Chemical energy → thermal energy →kinetic energy 
b. Electrical energy → electromagnetic energy → chemical energy 
c. Gravitational energy → thermal energy → chemical energy 
d. Electrical energy → thermal energy → electromagnetic energy 

 
 

8. Which of the following increases when an object becomes warmer? 
a. Chemical energy 
b. Elastic potential energy 
c. Thermal energy 
d. Nuclear energy 

 
 

9. If a 9-V battery is replaced with a 12-V battery in an electrical circuit containing a light bulb, 
which of the following changes would you expect to occur? 
a. The resistance in the circuit will decrease 
b. The current in the circuit will increase 
c. The light bulb will become dimmer 
d. Nothing in the circuit will be affected 
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Answers: 
1. B 
2. D   
3. D  
4. B  
5. A   
6. B 
7. D 
8. C 
9. B 

 
 
 
 


